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Dark side of innovation – the case of Norwegian pizza



Interesting yet troubling times – resilience & sustainability crises
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Overview

› A brief history of regional innovation

› A normative turn?

› Rethinking innovation and regional innovation policy



Regional innovation

• Beyond one-size-fits-all – innovation happens in most sectors (and across)

• Evolutionary: Path and place dependency

• Systemic: innovation is a social process that is conditioned by relations and institutions

• Policy matters: innovation has institutionalized in territorial development strategies



The uneven innovation geography of Europe

Growing divides:

• Persistent disparities between
countries

• Persistent disparities within
countries

• Rural – urban divide

Revenge of the places that don’t
matter (Rodriguez Pose, 2018)

Questioning ‘the innovation
imperative’ (Pfotenhauer et al., 2019)



Questioning the innovation imperative
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‘the intellectual and policy legacies of our
focus on regional competitiveness leaves
our discipline out of step with the most 
pressing regional environmental and 
economic issues of our time’ (Donald and 
Gray, 2019, p. 300)

‘Although regional scholars are justly
intrigued by the success stories around
regional innovation, they must also
understand issues of equity and justice and 
pay attention to the environmental damage
of both production and regional 
consumption’ (Donald and Gray, 2019, p. 
305)



A new rationale for innovation?

Lund Declaration(s) (2009; 2015): Europe must speed up solutions to tackle grand challenges 
through research, alignment and impact
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A normative turn in innovation studies & policy 
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"All innovation has both a 
rate and a direction“



Throwing out the baby with the bath-water? The uneven geography
of green technology

Source: Bergamini and Zachmann (2020) 10



Innovation policy shifting towards sustainability: the case of 
biorefining in Sweden



Biorefinery innovation & paper and pulp industry

R&D-led renewal of traditional 
industry

Diversification of paper and pulp 
industry

Risk for technological fix / 
‘solutionism’

Non-technological barriers to 
innovation & transition
• Business models
• Regulatory framework
• Controversies / crisis of 

legitimacy



Policy dilemmas for sustainability-oriented innovation policy

› ‘What is needed to address social and environmental problems is a focus on the directionality of socio-technical 
systems, and a more participatory and inclusive approach’ (Schot and Steinmueller, 2018)

› New instruments and rationales for innovation policy but risk for state paternalism and high opportunity costs –
questioning the entrepreneurial state (Wennberg & Sandstrøm, 2022)  

› The dual face of innovation: the bright and the dark side of innovation
› Problem-solving vs. Unintended consequences
› Critical for wealth-creation vs. growing inequality
› Wicked sustainability challenges

› The Collinridge Dilemma ‘‘attempting to control a technology is difficult…because during its early stages, when it 
can be controlled, not enough can be known about its harmful social consequences to warrant controlling its 
development; but by the time these consequences are apparent, control has become costly and slow’

› Who decides on ‘the right direction’ for innovation? 
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Rethinking innovation as experimentation (what if?)

Experimentation: the bottom-up counterpart of top-down missions
› Shielding
› Nurturing
› Empowering
› Contesting

Experimentation combines generative and evaluative features of novelty creation

Geared to
› Directionality: setting priorities and guiding innovation towards societal problems
› Demand articulation: anticipating and learning about user needs
› Policy coordination: policy coordination across sectors, technologies and territorial levels
› Reflexivity: monitoring of activities and progress towards change 
(Weber and Rohracher, 2012)
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Scaling down to ‘mini-missions’?
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Towards experimentation in mini-missions 
(Coenen and Morgan, 2020; Tödtling et al., 2021; Uyarra et al., 2019; Marques and Morgan, 2018; Wanzenbock and 
Frenken, 2020) 

1. A more capacious understanding of innovation

2. New rationales beyond economic competitiveness

3. New roles and responsibilities of the state

4. Multilevel governance

5. Risk of projectification
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Challenges to mini-missions

› Co-creation fatigue: risk for ‘pilotitis’, consultation & workshop overkill

› Iterative trial and error: accountability and (autonomous) project logics

› Policy coordination and learning: many policy-makers, let alone politicians, are not primarily 
interested in learning

› Scaling up: linkages between experiments and policy at other levels are unlikely to exist without 
significant effort and resources 

› Governance experimentation: in spite of the discourse, strong focus on technical ‘solutions’ and 
‘showcases’ & lack of diversity in the type of experimentation that is undertaken

› Organisational capacity deficiencies to orchestrate and monitor experiments
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Thanks / questions?


